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Solar eclipse
[image: ]
Livesolar eclipse
Tens of millions of people watch total solar eclipse darken 15 US states
	US plunged into darkness by rare total solar eclipse
	Post-eclipse hangover? Here’s the next celestial events
	Trump stares directly at solar eclipse with in resurfaced viral video
	Total solar eclipse in pictures



[image: <p>Eclipse chasers gathered in Vermont</p>]
Solar Eclipse
Experiencing the solar eclipse in the path of totality


[image: <p>It’s not the moon plunging the US into darkness. It’s Donald Trump’s head </p>]
Solar eclipse
Trump posts bizarre solar eclipse ad – with his head plunging US into darkness



[image: <p>The 8 April 2024 solar eclipse will be visible in entire contiguous United States, weather permitting</p>]
Solar eclipse
Solar Eclipse 2024: Nasa map shows path of totality








Top stories
Crime News
Marvel star Jonathan Majors avoids any jail time for assaulting ex
In a split verdict, the jury found the Marvel actor guilty of two counts, one of harassment and one of assault, in December 2023 


	Jonathan Majors trial: Who are Grace Jabbari and Meagan Good?
	Key revelations from the Marvel star’s assault trial
	Grace Jabbari sues ex Jonathan Majors for defamation and assault
	Jonathan Majors faces new accusations of abuse from other women


[image: <p>Actor Jonathan Majors arrives with girlfriend Meagan Good for sentencing in his domestic abuse case at Manhattan Criminal Court on April 8, 2024 in New York City</p>]


[image: Former U.S. President Donald Trump looks on at the 18th green during day three of the LIV Golf Invitational - Miami at Trump National Doral Miami on April 07, 2024 in Doral, Florida]
Livetrump news
Trump boasts about ending Roe v Wade in video spouting false claims on abortion
Trump announces his policy on abortion in a video posted to his social media channel. as he says he’s prepared to go to jail over violating hush money case gag order 

	Trump claims Democrats want to ‘execute’ babies as he says he’d leave abortion rights to states
	Trump jurors will be asked about Proud Boys, QAnon and Michael Cohen
	As he struggles to keep the cash flowing, Trump hands Democrats a win
	Trump sues hush money judge in last-ditch effort to stop trial



[image: <p>Joe Biden and Benjamin Netanyahu pictured on 18 October 2023. Mr Biden has warned Israel several times to avoid a full-scale invasion of Rafah</p>]
Israel-Gaza
Dems condemn looming Rafah attack, Biden poised to send Israel aid


[image: <p>The devastation of Khan Younis</p>]
US politics
State Department sees flood of internal dissent memos over Gaza war



[image: <p>Mike Turner (right) during his interview on CNN</p>]
US politics
Republican congressman warns Russian propaganda has ‘infected’ GOP






[image: <p> Morgan Wallen</p>]
News
The rise, fall, and rise again of country superstar Morgan Wallen
Wallen has continued to be one of the most successful pop artists in the US despite a string of controversies 



[image: <p>The engine part on the Southwest-operated Boeing aircraft detaches as it leaves Denver International Airport on 7 April, 2024</p>]
Americas
Engine cover rips off Boeing plane during Southwest flight’s takeoff


[image: <p>As Baltimore begins the process of planning to replace the Francis Scott Key Bridge, labor experts have pointed to how Latino workers will be the one who rebuild it. </p>]
On The Ground
Baltimore will rebuild, but at what cost? | On The Ground





[image: <p>Chad Daybell in court for a hearing  </p>]
LiveCHAD DAYBELL TRIAL
Lori Vallow 'would love to testify' in 'cult prophet' husband's death penalty case, says uncle


[image: <p>Brian Dorsey argues he received inadequate legal representation </p>]
US Crime News
Missouri governor denies clemency for Brian Dorsey, despite appeal


[image: <p>George Castellanos died while working as a security guard at a bar in Doral, Florida, on 6 April 2024</p>]
US Crime News
Gunman dead after killing security guard, wounding six in Florida


[image: <p>About 55 per cent of buildings in Khan Younis have been destroyed or damaged according to US-based research </p>]
Middle East
Palestinians return to the devastated city of Khan Younis in Gaza


[image: Morgan Wallen Arrested]
News
Morgan Wallen arrested after police say he threw a chair off of a bar


[image: <p>Joe Biden announces new plans for federal student loan relief during a visit to Madison, Wisconsin</p>]
US politics
Biden unveils new student debt relief initiatives



[image: <p>Jamey and Misty Noel charged over lavish spending on credit cards opened for volunteer fire agency</p>]
US Crime News
TV star sheriff accused of stealing $5m in taxpayer money


[image: <p>Frank LaRose</p>]
US politics
Ohio could keep Biden off November election ballot 









Features
‘Nick Offerman and I used to make out every year for the blooper reel’: Oral history of Parks and Recreation
Fifteen years ago, perpetually peppy parks deputy director Leslie Knope introduced us to the most hopeful show on television just when we needed it most. To celebrate the positive legacy of ‘Parks and Recreation’, Simon Bland speaks to some of Pawnee’s biggest names, including series creator Michael Schur, and stars Amy Poehler, Aziz Ansari, Rashida Jones and more



[image: <p>Nick Offerman, Amy Poehler and the cast of ‘Parks and Rec’ </p>]


[image: <p>A shooting was reported in Las Vegas on 8 April 2024</p>]
Breaking
Two killed and gunman dead after shooting at Las Vegas law office


[image: ]
News
New Yorkers turn to self-defence classes as punching attacks continue


[image: <p>Over 25,000 fish unfortunately did not survive the accident </p>]
Americas
Truck carrying 100,000 live salmon crashes – tipping fish into creek


[image: <p>Classical dancer Amarnath Ghosh, 34, was shot and killed in St Louis, Missouri in February. He is one of at least half a dozen deaths in the Indian-American community </p>]
us news
String of deaths among Indian students in US raises alarm




ON THE GROUNDBALTIMORE BRIDGE CRASH
Baltimore’s Latino community comes together to grieve victims of bridge collapse: ‘They don’t take care of us’
Mourners came together to honour the men at a weekend vigil 


	Baltimore bridge rebuilding ‘too dangerous’ after deaths, workers say
	Location of remaining Baltimore bridge victims’ bodies unknown
	Biden vows ‘we will not rest’ until Baltimore’s Key Bridge is rebuilt
	What we know about the victims in Baltimore bridge disaster
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[image: ]
CULTURE NEWS
Jenny getting mocked: How the internet turned on J-Lo



[image: <p>Gorgeous, willowy and insouciant: Anna May Wong in ‘Island of Lost Men’ </p>]
Features
Anna May Wong: The mystery of Hollywood’s first Chinese-American star
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Middle East
Israel pulls out almost all ground troops from southern Gaza


[image: <p>Relatives and supporters of Israeli hostages held in Gaza demonstrate in Jerusalem</p>]
Middle East
The increasing anger of Gaza hostage families towards Netanyahu


[image: ]
News
SNL shares wild theory about Trump’s claim Biden took cocaine


[image: <p>Left: Dr Katie Dana pictured in 2019 with a cicada resting on her face. Right: Cicadas crawl up a tree in Indiana in 2021. Dr Dana, an entomologist, will study the rare co-emergence of two cicada broods this spring </p>]
CLIMATE
Bug haters, beware: After 200 years, the cicadas are here by the trillions




MUSIC
The epic rise and fall of Sean ‘Diddy’ Combs
From Harlem to Hollywood — including the 1990s East Coast vs. West Coast rap rivalry, recent sexual harassment lawsuits, and the name changes from Sean Combs to “Love” — Sheila Flynn explores Diddy’s wild and legally fraught path to fame


	Ashton Kutcher said there’s ‘a lot I can’t tell’ about Diddy
	Lawsuit naming Sean 'Diddy' Combs as co-defendant alleges his son sexually assaulted woman on yacht
	What are the allegations made against Sean ‘Diddy’ Combs?
	Diddy’s son accused of sexual assault after raids on father’s homes
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[image: <p>Regina Hill is facing felony charges, including elderly exploitation </p>]
US Crime News
Florida official ‘used 96-year-old victim’s savings for facelift’
Regina Hill has not been arrested or charged, but is the subject of a state investigation 




US Crime News
Florida official ‘used 96-year-old victim’s savings for facelift’
Regina Hill has not been arrested or charged, but is the subject of a state investigation 



[image: <p>Regina Hill is facing felony charges, including elderly exploitation </p>]

[image: <p>The  APL Qingdao lost propulsion in the Kill Van Kull waterway </p>]
Americas
Huge ship loses propulsion and comes to halt close to New York bridge



[image: <p>Jose Andres speaks to ABC News on Sunday about the drone attack that killed seven World Central Kitchen aid workers</p>]
Middle East
World Central Kitchen’s Jose Andres says ‘Israel is committing a war against humanity’
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SPONSORED
Which HP Instant Ink subscription is right for you?



[image: <p>A suspect has been arrested after a fire was set at Bernie Sander’s Vermont office </p>]
US politics
Suspect arrested in arson attack at Bernie Sanders’ office



[image: <p>A suspect has been arrested after a fire was set at Bernie Sander’s Vermont office </p>]
US politics
Suspect arrested in arson attack at Bernie Sanders’ office



[image: <p>A man gets his photograph taken in front of the monument</p>]
India
US tourist visiting Taj Mahal molested by tourist guide



[image: <p>President Joe Biden sitting at the Resolute desk in the White House just hours after taking office in January 2021 </p>]
US politics
Trump wildly claims Biden ‘soiled’ himself on White House desk





ANALYSISUS ELECTION 2024
What would a President Trump 2.0 look like?


	Who is Don Hankey? The billionaire behind Trump’s $175m fraud bond
	Trump has mystery chat with Saudi Arabia’s Mohammed bin Salman
	Trump’s Truth Social ‘propped up by businessman under investigation’
	Jill Biden snaps back at fears Trump could beat husband in election
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Lifestyle

[image: ]
Lifestyle
Hamza Yassin shares how Jowita Przystal worked with his dyslexia



Lifestyle
Hamza Yassin shares how Jowita Przystal worked with his dyslexia
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[image: <p>Calvin Harris and his wife, radio presenter Vick Hope, at the 2024 Brit Awards</p>]
Lifestyle
Calvin Harris’ wife Vick Hope says she listens to Taylor Swift 



[image: <p>Post-eclipse hangover? Here’s the next celestial events</p>]
Lifestyle
Post-eclipse hangover? Here’s the next celestial events
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Lifestyle
What to expect from the 2024 eclipse, according to an astrologer



[image: <p>@kellywilliams290</p>]
Lifestyle
Hilarity ensues as couples take on the ‘Paint Your Partner’ challenge



[image: <p>@kellywilliams290</p>]
Lifestyle
Hilarity ensues as couples take on the ‘Paint Your Partner’ challenge
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Food and Drink
Momofuku called out over attempt to trademark ‘Chili Crunch’



[image: ]
LiveHome News
Kate surprises royal fans with ‘beautiful’ response to well-wishes





[image: <p>Woman claims she was denied job position for not ‘putting in enough effort into her appearance’</p>]
Lifestyle
Woman claims she was denied job position for not wearing makeup
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Lifestyle
105-year-old Texas man gets ready to witness his 13th solar eclipse


[image: ]
Lifestyle
Lauren Graham reveals Matthew Perry’s last birthday gift to her


[image: <p>The total solar eclipse of December 2020</p>]
Lifestyle
All of the best total solar eclipse deals to take advantage of






Culture

[image: ]
News
Robert Downey Jr breaks silence on Jimmy Kimmel’s Oscar joke 



News
Robert Downey Jr breaks silence on Jimmy Kimmel’s Oscar joke 
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[image: <p>Michael Palin (left) and David Attenborough (right)</p>]
News
Monty Python star found snails ‘the size of steaks’ in Nigeria



[image: <p>From left: Madonna and Drake; Beyonce; Billie Eilish</p>]
Features
The 25 greatest ever Coachella headline performances



[image: ]
Culture
Amanda Holden strips naked for nude drawing session during live show



[image: <p>As Elena Vernham, Winslet is having a lot of fun with a totally daffy role – and it’s a joy to see </p>]
Reviews
Kate Winslet has a lot of fun in strange, surreal The Regime



[image: <p>As Elena Vernham, Winslet is having a lot of fun with a totally daffy role – and it’s a joy to see </p>]
Reviews
Kate Winslet has a lot of fun in strange, surreal The Regime



[image: <p>Bonnie Tyler performing at Eurovision in 2013</p>]
News
‘Total Eclipse of the Heart’: Bonnie Tyler streams spike amid eclipse



[image: <p>The total solar eclipse of December 2020</p>]
News
Texas Eclipse festival compared to Fyre Fest before late cancellation







Travel
[image: <p>A young man views the solar eclipse in Montreal </p>]
News & Advice
Eclipse 2024: ‘Dawn was breaking on the wrong side of the world’


[image: <p>The engine part on the Southwest-operated Boeing aircraft detaches as it leaves Denver International Airport on 7 April, 2024</p>]
News & Advice
Engine part falls off Boeing plane with 135 on board during take-off


[image: <p>The rules outlined that no person could use two armrests – even the passenger in the middle seat </p>]
News & Advice
Plane armrest ‘rules’ sparks travel etiquette debate


[image: <p>Climate Risk Assessment</p>]
News
Wildfires torch Greek island of Crete after warmest winter on record






Tech

[image: The UK is not prepared to tackle the rising tide of misinformation, a charity has warned (Dominic Lipinski/PA)]
Tech
UK vulnerable to misinformation, fact-checking charity warns
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Space
Total solar eclipse in pictures


[image: Microsoft is to open a new artificial intelligence hub in London to work on its AI products and research into the technology (Niall Carson/PA)]
Tech
Microsoft opening new office in London


[image: <p>Solar eclipse 2024</p>]
Space
Everything you need to know about the coming solar eclipse


[image: <p>The vast majority of Type-2 public chargers require drivers to access them via mobile phone apps</p>]
Tech
Poor phone signal is hitting the UK’s electric car drivers


[image: <p>Tesla boss Elon Musk </p>]
Tech
Elon Musk calls for Brazil Supreme Court judge’s resignation



[image: <p>The car of the future is not arriving quite as quickly as manufacturers might have hoped</p>]
Tech
The tech revolution in cars has stalled. Why?
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Space
‘Extremely exciting’ signal coming from huge mystery object in space











Sport

[image: <p>Lionel Messi marks his return from injury with a goal</p>]
Football
Lionel Messi scores for Inter Miami on return from injury


[image: Royals Stadium Baseball]
Americas
After voters reject tax measure, Chiefs and Royals look toward future, whether in KC or elsewhere


[image: Real Estate Commissions What Now]
News
Rules that helped set real estate agent commissions are changing. Here's what you need to know


[image: Lionel Messi will be unavailable for Argentina (Nick Potts/PA)]
Football
Hamstring injury rules Lionel Messi out of Argentina friendlies


[image: MLB Diversity Baseball]
News
MLB sees slowly improving diversity in its youth pipeline, despite record-low Black major leaguers


[image: <p>Eric Ramsay previously worked with Chelsea and the Welsh national team </p>]
Football
Talented young Manchester United coach leaves for role in MLS



[image: New York City FC boss Nick Cushing, future Minnesota head coach Eric Ramsay and Charlotte FC’s Dean Smith (PA & handouts)]
Football
Eric Ramsay to join growing number of British coaches in MLS with Minnesota job


[image: Don Garber is excited by Major League Soccer’s continued growth (Lynne Sladky/AP)]
Football
Don Garber promises thoughtful approach as MLS bids to compete with top leagues
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